
IL GALERO WORKSHOPS
A unique experience

May 24th - 26th

 
A weekend immersed in the natural beauty of il Galero for a spring time 

yoga gathering and creative natural colour dyeing
Join us !



The Villa is situated on a 

hill with a beautiful view 

under the Rocca of the 

Medieval city of Asolo. 

From here you can enjoy 

spectacular views of the 

surrounding plains, where 

on a clear day you can see 

the Euganei hills and 

Venice.

LOCATION

A  

SPECTACULAR  

VIEW

IN  A  

CHARMING  

PLACE  

Asolo, the pearl of the 
Veneto Region, "the city of a
 hundred horizons"

Asolo is a charming place  

situated amongst the sweet hills 

and a destination for poets and 

writers, artists and travellers. By 

visiting this medieval town one 

can experience its history and 

culture and enjoy the typical 

dishes of the Region.



Villa il Galero was built in 1696 by Cardinal Rubini, the nephew of 
Pope Alexander VIII. The most illustrious figures of the time enjoyed 
hospitality at the villa. 



The property is surrounded by 
green including many typical 
trees such as cypresses, olive 
trees, pittosporum, olea 
fragrance and many flowers 
especially the beautiful and 
ancient climbing rose that over 
the spring time creates a pleasant 
scent.

INDOORS  AND  OUTDOORS

THE
VILLA 'S
HILL



A WELL BEING JOURNEY THROUGH COLOURS COOKING AND YOGA

We are accustomed to “seeing” color as an esthetic quality, but not to “feeling” color or perceiving the sensations that it transmits to 
us.
Natural colors, with their intrinsic bonds to the biologic cycle of nature that also we are connected to have the power to influence our 
mind, mood and creativity in a way that involves and benefits  our whole being
Natural colors have been used for fabric dying from neolithic times until the second half of the XIX hundreds
Many plants contain the precious ingredients of color; from hot yellows to orange, from pink to blue,  from violet to brown.
What we will do
The cooking of color is a practical  laboratory where students learn to dye fabric as hemp, linen and silk with dyes tied to the 
mediterranean tradition of dying.
We will discover together the vast array of colors that nature offers us and we will learn to  modify and create the shades we desire 
with respect to the environment.
 
During the workshop we’ll dye Linen and Hemp natural fabrics, mostly adapted to exalt finest tones of dyeing plants. 
Everyone will take home a tablemat dyed by his hands. 
These natural colors and the practice of yoga will be the focus of our time together in the this unique atmosphere of grace, beauty and 
history that is Galero.  This weekend will be a time to replenish body mind and spirit.
The natural cooking meals that will sustain us during the retreat will inspire  connections between the food that nourishes our bodies 
and the color that nourishes our spirit.
 
All are welcome.

NATURAL  DYES  WORKSHOP  



Paola Barzanó is a bio architect, 

 expert in creating natural dyes 

on natural fibers. She taught 

 Textile Decoration at the 

University of Florence.

 

TEACHERS

PAOLA  

BARZANÒ

VICKI  
VOLLMER
 

Certified Iyengar yoga teacher skilled at 
presenting the art of yoga in a way that  is 
ideal for all bodies and ages.  She has over 30 
years of experience and is able to  inspire, 
challenge and encourage every student  to 
cross the threshold of what is the "known".  
Vicki was on the faculty of the Iyengar Yoga 
Institute of New York for many years before 
moving to Italy in 2008.  Founder of Yoga 
Sangha Versilia based in the heart of 
Pietrasanta . The Sangha is dedicated 
to cultivate skill in action and growing a 
curious, inspired community of 
practitioners who share the art of yoga.  
Vicki studied with BKS Iyengar in America 
and India with many of the finest teachers in 
the Iyengar yoga community.



EXPERIENCE



14:30 Arrival
15:30 Welcome
16:00-18:00 The cooking of 
color: introduction to natural 
color and natural fibers
18:30-19:30 Relax and Unwind 
yoga practice
20:30 Dinner
21:30-22:30 Sharing and 
discussion
22:30 Bedtime

TIMETABLE

FRIDAY SATURDAY
 

8:15-9:00  Light breakfast
 9:15-10:45  Building a home yoga 
practice
11:00-13:00 The cooking of color : 
dying the fabric with natural color
13:00-14:00  Lunch
14:00: 15:00  Harvest of the weekend, 
sharing ideas observations and 
intentions
15:30 Saluti / goodbyes and salutations

8:15-  9:00  light breakfast

9:15-10:45  Rise and Shine Yoga

11:00- 13:00 The cooking of color: 

 preparing the fabric for color

13:00-14:00 lunch 

14:00-15:30 free time

15:30-18:00 cooking of color :  dying 

the fabric with natural color

18:30-19:30 Relax and Unwind Yoga 

practice

20:30-21:30 Dinner 

21:30-23:00 Question and Answer 

with Paula and Vicki

23:00 Bedtime

SUNDAY



CONTACT  DETAILS

For prices and more info

info@ilgalero.it

VILLA IL GALERO

Via Rocca 1, 31011 ASOLO, ITALY

Office Number : +39 0437925073 Mobile phone : +39 3473020186

www.ilgalero.it

 


